Parent Guide to the
PARCC Assessment Score Report
As a parent, you want test results to provide clear and
meaningful information about how your student is
learning and whether your student is mastering the
knowledge and skills needed to succeed in school and
in life. The PARCC assessment and score reports were
built by educators to do just that.
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The reports provide information about your child’s
readiness. They highlight clear and detailed
information about your student’s performance on the
PARCC English language arts and mathematics
assessments. Because these new tests measure
grade-level subject knowledge and skills, such as
problem solving, critical thinking, and
communications, you will know that the performance
reflected on the score report is a strong indicator of
your student’s academic progress and readiness for the
next step.
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They provide actionable information. The reports are
designed to give you relevant information to help you
work with teachers and school officials to decide how
best to support your student’s needs and strengths.
They provide a frame of reference. The score
reports provide more information than just a number
and overall score; they also break down students’
performance in sub-categories of each test. And the
report shows how students’ progress compares to
that of other students in the same grade – at their
school, within their district, and across state and
national levels.
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Student Performance Overview – Students receive a
numerical score and, based on that score, are ranked in
five performance levels, with Level 1 indicating the
greatest need for improvement and Level 5 indicating
the strongest performance. This section of the report
provides your student’s overall score and performance
level for the mathematics test.
Score Comparisons – Unlike many previous state test
score reports, PARCC score reports show how your
student is performing compared to students in the same
grade at the same school, across the school district,
across the state, and across the states administering the
PARCC assessment.
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Detailed Breakdowns – The score report also provides
information about your student’s performance on
specific skills within mathematics, so you can clearly
see where your student is excelling or needs
improvement. Each area includes a description of the
skills that demonstrate a clear understanding of
grade-level standards.
Explanatory Icons – You can quickly see how your
student’s performance in each area of the test compares
with that of students at Level 4, as these students
demonstrate a strong grasp of grade-level standards and
are well prepared for the next grade.

The First PARCC Parent Score Report
During the first year of PARCC’s administration (2014-2015 school year), you will receive the PARCC score report for your child in the
fall. In subsequent years, the goal is to deliver score reports before the end of the current school year. Additional time will be required to
prepare the reports in year one because all students’ scores must be tabulated to determine score ranges for the five performance levels
that help explain how students are performing relative to the standards for their grade level.

What now? How the PARCC score reports
can be used to enhance your child’s education:
• Schools and districts can use the report information to better plan instruction, support, and
enrichment for students in the coming year and
to strengthen their instructional programs for all
students.
• Teachers can use the information to personalize
instruction to meet individual student needs.
• Parents can use information to understand their
child’s needs and strengths and work with their
child’s school to identify resources to support his
or her education.
• It is important to have regular check-ins with
teachers to help ensure your child is learning the
skills necessary to remain on track.
• If your child is behind in a certain area, work
with your child’s school and teacher to identify
resources for extra help during the summer – for
example, summer school, scholastic camps or
tutors.
• If your child is excelling in a certain area, work
with your child’s school and teacher to identify
ways to enhance your child’s learning and
discuss the possibility of advanced coursework
for the next school year.

Additional Resources for Parents:
The following resources provide information to help you support your child throughout the school year.
Be A Learning Hero: Tips and resources for math and English http://bit.ly/1ymC1PL
PTA “Parents’ Guide to Student Success”: An easy-to-use overview of the learning goals and suggested activities
for your child in every grade. http://bit.ly/1nO1VkT

